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Observation of Magnetic Anisotropy in GaN:Cr
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Magnetic properties of bulk wurtzite GaN:Cr single crystals were studied with the magnetic eld applied
parallel and perpendicular to the crystal wurtzite c-axis. Structure of the crystal was examined by the X-ray
diraction method. Strong anisotropy of magnetization at low temperatures (210 K) was observed. The
experimental data suggest Cr to be in nonspherical d4 conguration.
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any additional magnetic contribution to the total mea-

1. Introduction

sured magnetization from the substrate which could renOver the last decade GaN doped with transition-metals

der analysis of the data (especially at low TM contribu-

(TM) has been extensively studied both experimentally

tion) dicult. Next, there is no strain-induced magnetic

and theoretically. Among the prominent candidates for

anisotropy originating from the lattice mismatch between

future spintronics are GaN:Mn and GaN:Cr.

However,

GaN:Cr layer and the substrate. Finally, in the case of

there is still lack of sucient experimental data on di-

very low Cr content large volume bulk crystals allow us

luted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) based on Cr, es-

to achieve good experimental accuracy.

pecially on paramagnetic phase of GaN:Cr [1, 2]. The
4 2
electron conguration of free Cr atom is [Ar]3d s and

hexagonal) structure were grown at High Pressure Re-

Strain-free GaN:Cr single crystals of wurtzite (2H,

neutral electronic conguration of Cr substituting Ga in
3+ 3
GaN is Cr
(d ). There are reports that Cr substitut2+ 3+
ing Ga ions in the GaN lattice forms Cr
/ deep ac-

search

ceptor level about 2 eV above GaN valence band [3, 4].

technique from nitrogen solution in liquid gallium [8].

Since, in

n-type

GaN the Fermi level is located near

Center

UNIPRESS

by

the

same

equilibrium

high pressure technique used before to grow GaN:Mn
and GaN:Mn:Mg [5], i.e., by equilibrium high pressure
Chromium was added into liquid gallium.

The growth

the conduction band, the expected electron structure
2+ 4
of Cr ion is Cr
(d ). Such electronic conguration is

was performed under high pressure of N2 (p ≈ 1.5 GPa)
◦
and temperatures T ≈ 1500 C. The obtained crystals

non-spherical and should result in pronounced magnetic

were platelets with diameter of about few millimeters

anisotropy. Similar situation was reported for GaN:Mn,

with wurtzite

co-doped with Mg [5], where manganese was found to
3+ 4
form Mn
(d ) center and strong magnetic anisotropy

The concentration of Cr in the studied samples was eval-

was observed [5].

the range from 0.003 to 0.0075 mol.%.

In this communication we report on

magnetic anisotropy of Cr in GaN, which we assign to
2+ 4
Cr
(d ) centers.

2. Sample preparation and measurement

c

axis perpendicular to the plate plane.

uated from magnetization data as before [5] and was in
We note that

n-type

GaN:Mn (n

≈ 1019

−3
cm
) re-

vealed paramagnetic (PM) Brillouin-type behaviour typ2+ 5
ical for Mn
(d ). On the other hand, highly resis19
tive GaN:Mn:Mg (with ρ ≈ 10
Ω at room temperature) showed high magnetic anisotropy well described by
3+ 4
Mn
(d ) model [5].

techniques

The structure and external morphology of GaN:Cr was
In the present study bulk single crystals of GaN:Cr

examined with the use of X-ray Laue method and X-ray

were used, as for magnetic anisotropy investigation, it

reection topography employing Lang type camera in

is crucial to have the access to the large high quality
crystals. The bulk crystals are advantageous over those

reection mode with Mo Kα1 laboratory X-ray source.
Magnetization was measured using SQUID magnetome-

grown as epilayers on a substrate [6, 7]. First, there is no

ter in the temperature range from 2 K to 400 K and
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magnetic eld (B ) up to 7 T. Single plates (≈

or a few plates (≈

75

20

mg)

mg) sandwiched with the use of

diamagnetic glue were attached to diamagnetic straw by
the glue. The magnetic eld was applied in perpendicular (B⊥c) or parallel (B∥c) orientation to the GaN hexagonal

c-axis.

All results were corrected for diamagnetic

contribution of host GaN lattice and diamagnetic glue.

3. Results and discussion

Structure of GaN:Cr was investigated by X-ray Laue
method as well as reection topography (Fig. 1).

Ad-

ditionally optical micrograph was taken in transmission
mode to show external morphology of the crystal (Fig. 2).
The Laue images were recorded in few positions along

Fig. 2.

Optical micrograph of the GaN:Cr sample #4.

Fig. 3.

Temperature dependence of magnetization at

the whole crystal to evaluate possible angular misorientation of the dierent parts of the crystal showing complicated external morphology clearly visible in Fig. 2.
We can conclude that, within the setting accuracy of the
Laue method (0.5 deg) no misorientation was recorded.
Whole bulk of the crystal shows regular hexagonal pattern. In some parts (Fig. 2) there can be clearly visible
the underlying hexagonal structure with [0001] direction
perpendicular to large face of the crystal (basically the
plane of the optical micrograph).

We have also taken

Kα1 laboratory
X-ray source (Fig. 1) to probe the internal volume of the

004 type, reection topography with Mo

sample. It shows quite uniform contrast inside the whole
volume of the sample. The only black features shown as
lines in Fig. 1 result from the sharp edges on the face of
the sample. There is also no sign of any small angular
misalignments between the dierent parts of the crystal.
Since the reection topography is sensitive to the angular
setting within the angular range of the crystal, so-called
rocking curve, we are well beyond the 0.5 deg as found
from the Laue experiment and probing the angles in the
range of hundreds of seconds of arc.

B = 1 T for GaN:Cr sample #5 after correction for

diamagnetic contribution. The inset shows the magnetization vs. temperature at low temperatures after correction for diamagnetic and FM contributions.

So we can nally

conclude that the sample is fairly uniform single crystal
of hexagonal GaN.

Fig. 1. An X-ray 004 reection topography of GaN:Cr
sample #4.
Representative magnetization data are shown in Fig. 3,

B = 1 T is shown
B applied parallel

where magnetization at magnetic eld
as a function of temperature, for

and perpendicular to crystal hexagonal axis.

Magnetic

anisotropy is clearly visible (hexagonal axis is the hard
axis), especially at low temperatures. On the other hand,
at high temperatures magnetization does not decay as

1/T

but approaches nearly constant, positive value. This

Fig. 4. Magnetization of GaN:Cr plotted as a function
of the magnetic eld at dierent temperatures after correction for FM. The closed squares, circles and triangles represent measurements at B⊥c conguration while
open ones represent B∥c conguration.
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suggests the presence of ferromagnetic precipitations in
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